HOW MIGHT WE PROVIDE EVERY 3- AND 4-YEAR-OLD IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY WITH ACCESS TO HIGH-QUALITY EARLY LEARNING EXPERIENCES?
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

• Increase enrollment in Childcare Assistance Program (CCAP) in Campbell, Kenton, and Grant County.
• Connect families to local early learning resources.
• Build parents’ confidence, and equip them with tools that help prepare their children for kindergarten.
DESIGNING FOR KINDERGARTEN READINESS

Research shows that early learning, especially from birth to age 5, directly influences a child’s ability to learn and succeed in school. However, access to early learning experiences is unequal. First, state funding for public preschool is limited by specific eligibility criteria; Kentucky currently only offers funding for 3- and 4-year-olds with disabilities, and 4-year-olds under 160% of poverty. As a result, only 50% of children arrive ready for kindergarten.

In addition, working families need all-day programs, but public preschool is typically only half a day. Education partners across Northern Kentucky were interested in creating a unified branding campaign that could increase community demand for high-quality, full-day preschool across the region.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

PARTNERS

- Design Impact
  Project Leader
- 4C for Children
- Boone County CECC
- Brighton Center
- Campbell County Library
- Campbell, Grant and Kenton Cty. CECC Children, Inc.
- Northern Kentucky Co-Op
- Northern Kentucky Education Council
- Northern Kentucky Head Start
- Northern Kentucky Early Childhood Faculty
- Northkey
- Pre-K Works
- Skyward
- United Way of Greater Cincinnati
- Community Partners

- Beechwood Independent
- Bellevue Independent
- Boone County
- Campbell County
- Covington Independent
- Dayton Independent
- Erlanger-Elsmere Independent
- Fort Thomas Independent
- Grant County
- Kenton County
- Ludlow Independent
- Newport Independent
- Silvergrove Independent
- Southgate Independent
- Williamstown Independent
- School Districts

- Kentucky Governor's Office of Early Childhood
- Skyward
- United Way of Greater Cincinnati
- Funder

A SOLID FOUNDATION

Phase 1, focused on research and development, was led by Design Impact, a nonprofit social innovation firm. The phase aimed to wrap up with a campaign aimed at 2,500 low-income families in three Northern Kentucky counties. The goal of the campaign was to increase enrollment in the Child Care Assistance Program (CCAP) and provide caretakers with the confidence and tools they need to help prepare their kids for school.

To develop the outreach strategy, Design Impact used an approach rooted in human-centered design, a participatory problem-solving method where end users and other stakeholders play a primary role in developing solutions to meet their needs.

This human-centered approach helps to better understands the motivators that drive parents’ and caregivers’ decisions around child care and education. This ensures that design and messaging is tailored directly for families.
HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN:
A problem-solving process that focuses on understanding and building empathy with users, considering divergent possibilities, and learning through action.

THE PROCESS

1. Talk to parents and caregivers to better understand their needs and wants around early learning experiences for their children
2. Identify opportunities where new strategies might increase access to high-quality learning experiences for 3- and 4-year-olds
3. Develop concepts informed by insights stemming from rich, qualitative research—get stakeholder feedback
4. Test the idea with 2,500 CCAP-eligible families

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY
LISTENING TO CAREGIVERS

In order to understand the community’s needs around children’s early learning experiences, it was important to listen to those closest to the problem: parents and caregivers.
Design Impact and United Way conducted one-on-one interviews with 36 caregivers with children under age 5 in urban, suburban, and rural areas in Northern Kentucky.

WHO WE TALKED TO:

- 47% on public assistance
- 41% not on public assistance
- 12% unknown

URBAN 9
SUBURBAN 20
RURAL 7

DISCOVERY PRINCIPLES:
- Engage many voices
- Listen and observe
- Avoid assumptions
- Maintain childlike curiosity

UNDERSTANDING WHAT MATTERS

SENSE-MAKING
One of the trickiest parts of the design process is to make sense of hundreds of data points, or insights, that come out during the discovery phase. These insights were categorized into themes. This phase of the design thinking process is called synthesis.

Based on these themes, the core team identified major opportunity spaces, or topics with high potential for innovation, and used these as a foundation to brainstorm ideas and further develop them into concepts.

SYNTHESIS PRINCIPLES:
- Visualize the data
- Identify themes
- Be comfortable with ambiguity
- Translate insights into design opportunities
- Create insight statements
WHAT WE LEARNED: KEY INSIGHTS

KENTUCKY’S CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (CCAP): PERCEPTIONS AND BELIEFS

How might we tap into parents’ emotions and beliefs to encourage qualified parents to enroll in CCAP?

- From parents’ perspective, there is stigma associated with CCAP; one mom shared that when she called a day care facility, the first question they asked was “How are you going to pay?” The staff member implied that they only had openings for private payment and not CCAP.
- Parents want autonomy over their child’s upbringing and don’t want to feel judged by an outsider. Parents feel judged when outside organizations tell them how to raise their children.
- Parents prefer to leave their kids with people they trust, rather than care center staff, due to a lack of a trusting relationship between parents and care centers.

CONNECTING FAMILIES TO LOCAL RESOURCES

How might we leverage the social capital within each community to deliver our message?

- Finding educational opportunities for your kids can be time consuming, especially if you have children of different ages or abilities and/or if you are working.
- Quality is a vague term that holds little to no value for parents who don’t have enough knowledge or clear expectations around early learning.
- Many daycare centers have limited hours and lack the flexibility parents need.
- There is “no time to teach” when a parent is busy making ends meet.
- The scarcity of quality/accessible resources has forced caregivers to choose between less than ideal options.

BUILDING AND CULTIVATING CONFIDENCE

How might we tap into parents’ emotions and beliefs to participate in high quality learning experiences?

- Parents make decisions around their children’s care/education based on instinct, personal experience and emotion rather than data (e.g. a mother chose a child care option because of her gut feeling, even though another option was STAR-rated).
- Parents value the experiences they have with their child since time is limited; “mommy guilt” is real.
- Parents are seeking any type of validation that they are “doing it right.”
- Even when moms contribute to their child’s learning through every day play and interactions, they don’t always equate that to helping their child learn.

THE KINDERKIT

Based on the initial research and additional grant funding through the Kentucky Governor’s Office of Early Childhood, the core team decided to test their messaging and outreach campaign through the KinderKit, a kindergarten readiness kit that would be distributed to 2,500 CCAP-eligible families across 14 school districts in Northern Kentucky.

A TOOLKIT FOR EARLY LEARNING

The KinderKit includes:

Tools and resources for parents that will help them prepare their children for kindergarten

Activities for kids that target cognitive and emotional skills needed to be “kindergarten ready”

Local resources for extra support for caretakers

Messaging:

Because parents go to friends and family first for advice, the tone of the KinderKit is friendly, encouraging and conversational. Parents often lack confidence in their ability to teach their kids, so content reassures and validates parents. KinderKits tell parents, “You have the skills, smarts and time to set up your children for academic success!”

KinderKit materials are written in English and Spanish to be inclusive of Kentucky’s growing Hispanic population.

Design:

KinderKits are primarily blue, a nod to Kentucky, “the Bluegrass State.” The kit’s other colors, like purple and green, fit easily with other United Way of Greater Cincinnati’s materials, including the Born Learning tools.

The playful illustrations seen throughout KinderKits represent Kentucky’s urban, suburban and rural neighborhoods, from the unique architecture of Newport and Covington to the barn quilts of Grant County.

KinderKits are delivered in a white paper bag with an illustration that children can color. The back of the bag invites parents to enter a drawing to win aquarium tickets when they complete a feedback survey.

NEXT STEPS

1. Local school districts distribute KinderKits
2. United Way gathers feedback through surveys and small focus groups
3. United Way develops a brand based on parent/caregiver feedback
4. United Way and partners roll out additional platforms for parents, including a website.
The introductory letter is written with an encouraging tone and message, and provides parents with a list of indicators related to kindergarten readiness.

The “Options in Childcare” flier is designed to help parents and caregivers understand their child care options, comparing key aspects such as cost, hours and age range, all in one place. The list of local providers is unique to each school district.

The CCAP postcard is designed to help parents determine whether or not they are eligible for financial assistance with child care.

The “I Am Feeling...” cards come with activities to help children learn how to understand and express their emotions.

The animal writing cards are laminated and come with a dry erase marker. They help children learn letters and words through writing. Simple activities are included on each card.

The growth chart has important information about developmental milestones, and provides information about preschool and kindergarten registration in each school district.
3. SUPPORTING WORKING PARENTS

- Finding educational opportunities for your children can be time consuming, especially if you have children of different ages and/ or if you are working
- Some caretakers use the library as a free alternative to preschool
- Caregivers may want their kids to have access to afterschool programming, but if they are cost-prohibitive, they won’t sign up
- Parents with few economic resources need activities that are free in order to prepare their kids for academic success (example, family living in poverty has artwork, games, practice ABCs, etc but can’t afford to provide any type of music lesson to their children

2. DOCTORS AS EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

- Many parents reference the importance of advice from doctors before friends and family
- One mom didn’t realize she could ask her pediatrician about her son’s developmental issues until First Steps recommended she consult her child’s doctor
- The doctor’s office is one of the main sources of information and resources parents, regardless of whether they live in an urban, suburban or rural area
- Interviewees didn’t realize pediatrician could be a resource for anything beyond her child being sick

3. SUPPORTING WORKING PARENTS

- Working parents don’t have the time to be actively engaged with their children based on their work schedule
- Caregivers don’t always prioritize community learning activities because they don’t fit into their busy work schedules. “I get back from work late and I stay home during the weekends...”
- There is “no time to teach” when a parent is busy making ends meet

4. CREATING ACCESS TO EARLY LEARNING SITES

- In rural areas, high quality childcare isn’t available even for those who can afford it (most aren’t star-rated and the few that are have long wait lists)
- Even if people want to take advantage of local educational resources, they can’t—in many areas, people don’t have access to transportation to the library, parks, etc
- The scarcity of quality/accessible resources has forced caregivers to choose between less than ideal options, even when they recognize there are not the best for their children
- Parent expressed knowing about services and programs his children needed, but he was unable to access them due to transportation

5. SYSTEMS’ FAILURE

- Star-rating banners are not always reliable or indicative of high-quality facilities (example: new owner of care center still hands the banner from the previous owner who did run a good facility)
- Changes in CCAP have unforeseen consequences: when CCAP was taken away a few years ago, a high-quality facility was forced to close because enrollment fell drastically; 70 children had no place to go
- Standards for star ratings vary; therefore the system loses credibility because it is not transparent or providing equal access to quality early learning
- Guardian recognizes dyslexia in her child because she has it too, but feel dis-empowered because she’s not able to act on it until the child can be tested in 2nd grade
- Policy and legislation are the source of the problem; they don’t understand the struggle parents/ caregivers face in providing their children with quality day care, especially when it comes to unconventional caregivers
- Even for those who know where to look and how to navigate services, the experience is terrible.
- “Doctors have told me to quit my job, so we’ll make a lower income, and qualify for free childcare”
8. PERCEPTIONS AND BELIEFS OF EARLY LEARNING

- The word “quality” is associated to a degree of professionalism: a trained professional, or an activity/practice previously researched and well thought out
- Parents didn’t know about star rating, the quality of the experience was defined gut feeling and by the quality of the teacher
- Parents value what their kids are learning in daycare or preschool and the intentionality with which it’s taught
- Quality is a vague term that holds little to no value for parents who don’t know enough/have clear expectations around early learning
- When speaking about quality in early education providers, the word was associated only with academics, rather than the whole experience
- Parents are not always able to articulate what “quality” is or looks like
- Mom’s previous negative perceptions around daycare changed after being “forced” to go through that experience with her child; she now recognizes the advantages
- In some homes, quality is more deeply scrutinized/prioritised than it is for daycare
- A parent’s own upbringing influences their parenting style: they imitate what they liked and challenge/change what didn’t work about the way they were raised or educated
- Parents make decisions around their children’s education based on instinct, personal experience and emotion, not data
- Traditional messages around quality education may not resonate with parents if they don’t trust the source
- The term “high quality” may create a barrier to access educational experiences because parents assume this means it’s expensive
- There is not always a clear understanding of what preschool/daycare are, what kids do there, or why it’s needed
- The perception of daycare is weakened by the fact that it’s not fully integrated into the educational system, but rather, is considered an optional complement
- Parents may make decisions based on inaccurate information that aren’t in the best interest of the child (horror stories of neglect and abuse in daycare)

9. STIGMA AND FEAR OF JUDGEMENT

- There is stigma associated with CCAP; one mom shared that when she called a day care facility the first question was “How are you going to pay?” and implied that they only had openings for private payment and not CCAP
- Parents often lack confidence in themselves regarding parenting; one mom had a background in education that background gave her the confidence and ability to stay home with her kids prior to entering kindergarten
- Parents want autonomy over their child’s upbringing and don’t want to feel judged by an outsider. Parents feel judged when outside organizations tell them how to raise their children
- When it comes to raising a child, parents won’t share the difficulties and hurdles they are going through for fear of being judged by others

10. PARENTS’ SOCIAL CAPITAL

- When caregivers have a strong social support system in place, each relationship becomes an avenue to access resources, programs, etc
- Moms without support from partner, family, etc., may carry the entire burden of child rearing: this may create a foundational barrier to quality parenting
- Low income parents who lack a strong support system may have to compromise work vs. childcare
- For some parents, the importance of preschool is not intuitive, in which case an outside organization, resource or peer can support and encourage a parent to enroll their child
- For those new to an area, an employer is often the primary source of information about resources

11. FATHERS MISING AS EDUCATORS

- Although some moms have husbands or partners, they are often the sole decision maker when it comes to their child’s early learning. Mom mentioned that she felt like a single mom because her husband didn’t participate in her son’s upbringing until he was in preschool
- The majority of women rely on information or resources around early learning outside of their partners. In fact, only one mom (out of 14) included her partner (husband) in her “circle of 6”

12. EMOTION-BASED DECISION MAKING

- Parenting can provide a sense of pride; one parent shared, “I’m better at parenting than I thought I would be!” She knows she wants to provide her son with a better upbringing than she had
- Parents value reviews and ratings when it comes to choosing a school, buying a new product, using a service because the testimony of people similar to them provide a preview of what their own experience will be like
- Determination to raise her child better than she was raised has pushed her to be the best for her child despite the odds being against her
- Lifestyle sells: many parents are drawn to experiences rather than products or services
- Parents are able to overcome difficult upbringing if they have a solid network in place
- For better or worse, parents make decisions about their child’s care based on their own experiences
- Helpful/trusted sources of information means it comes from somewhere familiar or from likeminded people (ex. Moms of NKY Facebook page)
- The lack of an existing trusting relationship between the parent and the daycare leads parents to prefer leaving kids with people they trust rather than leaving them at a daycare
- Child has only been around mom, they are emotionally independent and confident, but the prospect of kindergarten causes separation anxiety for the child
- Trust is a barrier to enrolling a child in daycare. One mom believes her family will take better care of her son than strangers
- “He’s a little behind (because he was born early) but I am okay with it– I can be my baby for a little longer.” Watching your child grow up can be difficult; some parents may feel a void or like they aren’t needed anymore
- Parents feel like they never have enough time with their kids; mommy guilt is real
- Even well-informed and engaged moms are insecure about their parenting. One mom teaches her child sign language, reads to her, plays music and encourages artistic expression, and yet she still stated she wasn’t sure what milestones she should be reaching and how to help her child get there
- Moms make decisions based on intuition and gut feeling rather than star ratings
- Undocumented families are not taking advantage of the resources offered to them in their community because there is a trust, fear and ignorance issue
- Sending a child to kindergarten can be an emotionally difficult time for parents. One mom mentioned how nervous she was about sending her daughter to kindergarten after she experienced some bullying in preschool

13. PARENT CONFIDENCE

- A parent felt empowered to offer her child and in-home early learning education herself, rather than enrolling her in daycare; she did so by observing and imitating what’s happening in daycare, but at home
- Caretakers often depend on teachers to inform them about what is and isn’t normal. They may wait to address an issue because they don’t know it’s an issue until a teacher or doctor bring it up
- When asked about early stages of learning, mom didn’t acknowledge any cognitive skills, but rather, focused on physical things her child was doing
- Father didn’t have a positive experience in school; the way parent experience school and education shapes their attitude when it comes to their kids
- Moms expressed their first child’s learning experience at home had been vastly different that her other kids’. After having more kids, she had more knowledge and experiences which positively affected the younger children’s experience
- Parents’ ability to engage in high quality educational experiences depends on the amount and kind of resources available to them (time, technology, tools, etc)
- Parents may only seek information when their child is sick or they have an immediate question, which doesn’t promote being ahead of the game in terms of development
- When it comes to behavior, teachers and even babysitters, as outsiders, demand a different kid on respect than parents do
- When it comes to behavior, teachers and even babysitters, as outsiders, demand a different kid on respect than parents do
14. PARENTS AS TEACHERS

• Parents don’t always know how to contribute to their child’s learning. Through everyday play and other interactions, they don’t always equate that to contributing to their child’s overall learning.

• Mother recognized what her child was learning at school, and started reinforcing it at home every day through simple games, activities that make it fun for kids (e.g. counting while going up the stairs, teaching “tricks” to do things easier, like putting on a jacket)

• Parents are resourceful and find or create activities to help their children learn. They are innovative in finding solutions that work, for example, one when everything else failed, one mom used a frozen French fry to help soothe her teething baby

• Parents might have a formulaic understanding of what it means to have “quality early learning experiences” and be “kindergarten-ready” but this does not guarantee that they are reinforcing these habits/skills at home

• A stay at home mother commented she has somewhat of a structure when it comes to teaching her kids at home. There are designated hours of the day when the kids do educational activities

• A mom recognizes that experiential learning helps reinforce what her kids are learning (e.g. “if they read about penguins, I take them to see them in real life at the zoo”)

• Parents who know what their kids are learning in school, are doing simple and creative things at home to help their kids learn, practice and reinforce them (e.g. words and numbers printed big on the wall at home, have kids read out loud every time they pass by)

• Parents are seeking any type of validation that they are “doing it right”

• Parents use everyday moments (driving in the car, putting a puzzle together, etc.) as learning opportunities, but they don’t identify them as “early learning experiences”

• Parents have a perception that learning can only happen in a formal way; mom gave herself little recognition to her ability to influence/contribute to her child’s learning.

• Many parents do not have confidence in their abilities to offer their children high-quality educational experiences because they are not “experts”

• Parents use everyday moments to teach and encourage a child’s curiosity. Counting in the kitchen, cooking, etc...

• Some parents don’t realize they’re the kids’ first teachers - or that the environment at home is equally (if not more) important than the child care environment.

• Parents with multiple children understand that there is a learning opportunity for younger kids to learn from older siblings. (A parent found that helping her son with his homework, in company of his little sister, was a beneficial learning experience for the younger child)

• Mother assumes kids should learn certain skills at school, not recognizing there are easy ways to do the same at home.

15. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND PARENTS

• Spanish speaking parents are often told by teachers not to speak to their children in Spanish, however, many parents don’t speak English. There is a fear that speaking to them in their native language will “mix them up”

• Parents want to be kept up to date on their child’s progress. They are well-informed and engaged in their child’s learning. Communication is key for success.

• If parents don’t know the full extent of what kids learn and focus on at preschool, they can’t help to reinforce those learnings at home.

• Messages parents hear may not be accurate or on point (for example, “you don’t need much to be kindergarten ready- just numbers, colors and letters”)

16. CONFUSION AROUND ROLES

• Some parents understand their role as a child’s first teacher; others believe that learning starts at school.

• Parents can be passive teachers if they don’t recognize that their children can benefit from them reinforcing at home what they think of as school-related skills” (example: counting, ABCs)

• Mother expects her child’s school to indicate whether or not he’s “kindergarten ready”

17. DEFINING READINESS AND COMMUNICATING MILESTONES

• Parents rely on schools to assess whether or not kids are ready for kindergarten. - “I wish I knew requirements and milestones needed before entering kindergarten”

• Mother expects her child’s school to indicate whether or not he’s “kindergarten ready”

• Some parents do not associate early learning experiences with a child’s first few years. When asked about how her 18-month-old son learns, a mom responded, “I don’t know. He’s only 18 months”

• Perceptions of what kids should or shouldn’t be doing or learning at certain stages change depending on what parents see other children (who might be close in age) are doing

• Some parents recognize there is a higher level of expectations in kindergarten. “I want him to learn letters and numbers now. I don’t want him to have to learn them at kindergarten because I think now kids need to learn those things beforehand.

• Parents expect to “see” and experience quality in the form of progress/growth, which may come at different times for different children.

• Readiness standards are unclear to parents and not well communicated in time for parents to properly prepare kids

• “The moment kids enter kindergarten should be determined based on readiness testing/evaluation from preschool teacher, because not all kids are ready at the same time”

• Parents aren’t sure what the right solutions are for behavioral challenges like biting and they aren’t sure where to go to find them

18. TRUST AND RELATIONSHIPS

• Some parents may not trust the school system itself; some parents may not buy into the notion of “kindergarten readiness” if they feel it stems from a self-serving school program.

• Word of mouth referrals cannot be underestimated particularly across common demographics (single, at risk moms, neighborhoods, other social networks, etc)

• Parents may choose less-quality daycares or preschool options because they don’t trust the alternatives

• Relationships with parents can be fragile, it takes commitment and showing up every time to build consistent trust; you need a solid foundation before expecting someone to accept your services.

• Parent may distrust non-family members with their children; negative experiences with daycare child care can lead to a parent keeping their kids out of structured educational programs.

• When it comes to choosing child care, parents will choose a facility with staff they trust and have relationships with, over a high star rating. Reputation and word of mouth are key.

19. IMPACT OF COST/INCOME

• Preschool is cost prohibitive for many parents. Because of this, kindergarten is the first experience some children have with formal education. The kids are often behind academically, socially, and emotionally.

• Being fully aware of the benefits of preschool and how they play out in the long run, mother was eager to offer her child high-quality educational programs

• Parents who have a positive attitude towards education are more likely to recognize the benefits of preschool

• Preschool is cost prohibitive for many parents.

• Some parents want to work but can’t afford to, even with CCAP. Others may make just over the financial limit to qualify for CCAP and can’t afford to pay for child care. Because of this, some parents have to stay home with their children.

• The expenses associated with preschool and high-quality learning opportunities create major barriers, even for middle-income families, especially summer programs.

• Some parents won’t be activated to enroll their kids in childcare unless they have an affordable or free option to do so.

• Some parents may not trust the school system itself; some parents may not buy into the notion of “kindergarten readiness” if they feel it stems from a self-serving school program.

• Some parents may not trust the school system itself; some parents may not buy into the notion of “kindergarten readiness” if they feel it stems from a self-serving school program.
Parents can’t afford childcare for more than one child. One mom recognized how daycare had benefited her older child, but she can’t afford it for her younger two. Daycare took her entire salary and part of her husband’s, so she quit and stayed at home with them.

For some parents, the benefits of preschool do not outweigh a free childcare option provided by a trusted resource such as a family member.

Parent engagement may be lower among low income families who have less mobility and less options.

20. METHODS AND APPROACHES OF COMMUNICATION

- Parents whose children are not in preschool can be disconnected from information and resources; schools are not always successful in reaching families who are not currently engaged.

- Many parents lack the support they need in providing their children with high quality educational experiences; without a connection to resources, parents are often at a loss when it comes to solving parenting challenges.

- Even when all the right touchpoints and connections to services are in place, some families are hard to reach and don’t take advantage of what is being offered.

- Parents have pointed out that public places with wide accessibility and foot traffic are the best places to spread the word about local resources and programs.

- Caregivers may need more direction on how/where to find resources in the community; “you won’t be on the lookout if you don’t know what it is you’re trying to find.”

- Kenton County library functions as a community hub; it is a centrally located place where families attend events and get information about community resources; even when these are happening outside of the library.

- Early education terminology can feel distant and disconnected to parents. A mom indicated that “family engagement” and other terms were over utilized and had lost all meaning to her.

- Many parents prefer things that are “handmade with pride” - generic messaging and mass-produced goods have little appeal to parents.

- Messages may fall short if they are not tailored to each community and family (texts, library, school, etc).

- Parents may miss important information (registration dates, etc) if they’re not connected to or receiving information from the few sources that exist.

- Older adults who are raising kids may prefer physical rather than digital materials/media when it comes to communication.

- Mom learns about activities, resources and events in the community through word of mouth and internet, but noted there is no central place to get all the information from.

- Messaging needs to have an emotional component, rather than be data-driven, in order to resonate with most parents.

- For some parents, words like education, learning and teaching, are solely associated to in-school/academic experiences, rather than at-home experiences.

- Advertisements with empowering, encouraging and emotional undertones resonate with mothers of young children.

- The traditional means of advertising (ads, commercials) are not particularly appealing to our demographic.

- Parents get ideas for educational activities or games from the internet.

- Phone and e-mail aren’t always the best ways to reach people; this is based on convenience.

- We can’t assume parents know what we are referring to when we offer suggestions, guidelines and advice. This information should be given in an accessible manner (with context); it might be better to assume the parent lacks experience (especially when it comes to first time parents).
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